What Bearings would you specify for a Steel Rolling Mill?

Let's assume that you were asked to design a 4-high continuous strip steel rolling mill to operate at a rolling speed of 2,000 feet per minute. What bearings would you select for the necks of the back-up and work rolls?

If you knew your bearings you would specify Timken Roll Neck Bearings. Then you would be sure of smooth mill performance at all speeds; steel rolled true to gauge at all times; simplified lubrication; long bearing life (Timken Roll Neck Bearings hold all records for tonnage rolled); easy roll changing (no delicate parts to handle); fewer involuntary production interruptions.

This is but one of thousands of bearing applications in industrial machinery where Timken Bearings have proved their supremacy. When you have gained a thorough knowledge of Timken Bearings you will be in position to solve any bearing problem you may ever encounter. Write for a copy of the Timken Reference Manual—a valuable text book.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO

TIMKEN

Manufacturers of Timken Tapered Roller Bearings for automobiles, motor trucks, railroad cars and locomotives and all kinds of industrial machinery; Timken Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless Tubing; and Timken Rock Bits.
Look! Seat Covers of Lustrous Plastic for Your Car!

The newest style note in motor cars is seat covers of smooth, lustrous plastic—custom made and woven from the remarkable Dow plastic, Saran. This innovation in car slip covers offers light, attractive pastel shades—or, perhaps, transparency to actually reveal tints of the upholstery—in every way lending new smartness and distinction to the car’s interior.

Now, for the first time, seat covers in light colors are practical—because Saran is quickly and easily cleaned with just a damp cloth. There is no danger of the colors running. You can ride on these seat covers in wet bathing suits, if you like. If windows are left open, have no fear of damage from summer showers. For, Saran is waterproof plastic.

There is plenty of ventilation with Saran seat covers—they’re cool! The smooth surface permits you to slide easily into modern low cars without difficulty or the slightest danger of catching clothes or hose. The value in these new seat covers is exceptional because Saran will out-wear the life of the car.

While, currently, seat covers of Saran are custom made only, they are significant of a marked trend. They provide a striking example of the constant efforts of manufacturers to adapt plastics to numerous new products.
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